Welcome to Kulturnatten, “Night of Culture”! On Saturday 15th of September you are welcome to enjoy 400 activities varying from theatre, art and live music, to yoga, science and guided tours. Most activities are free. Eighty different organizations contribute to the program.

More information
www.kulturnatten.nu
kulturnatten@lund.se
046-359 71 25
facebook.com/arrangemanglund
Instagram: @arrangemang_lund

Kulturnatten information center
Stadshallen (Lund City Hall), Stortorget
Open 15th of September 12.00–00.00.

Food at Kulturnatten
At Stortorget you will find stalls that sell African food, langos, burgers, fish’n chips and hot dogs. For dessert there is pancakes, churros and roasted almonds.

PROGRAM SORTED BY PLACES FROM A TO Ö

1280 GRADER
Järnåkravägen 9D (the basement)

16.00–22.00 Exhibition and open house – pottery
1280 degrees invite you to see how pottery is made and let you try for yourself. There is also a try-on station for children.

ABF MITTSDKÅNE
Kiliansgatan 9

14.00–18.00 Live music in the basement
Like last year, artists participating in the European Concert Project 2017-2019 will offer a taste of their music skills. The project is to mix musicians with functional variations with other musicians from Sweden and abroad. At Kulturnatten all the musicians are local.

AF-BORGEN
Sandgatan 2

17.00–20.00 The Academic Society’s Art Collection
Art by Gustaf Rydberg, Jules Schyl, Tora Vega Holmström, Gustaf Wilhelm Palm, Anders Trulson and others. Entrance by the door which opens onto Tegnérsplatsen. (Unfortunately, the room is only accessible by stairs.)
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ALLHELGONAKYRKAN
Bredgatan 34

**10.00–22.00 Photo Exhibiton**
Photos by Mattias Nilsson.

**19.00–20.00 Concert with Renaissance Ensemble Luren**
Medieval and renaissance music.

**20.30–21.30 Music and Poetry**

ARKEN BOKHANDEL
Kyrkogatan 4

**18.30–19.30 Tree of Life – about the Origins and Content of the Bible**
Professor emeritus Bo Johnson talks on his latest book "About Tree of Life" (Kring livets träd). Based on that, he tells a little about what we really know about the origins of the Bible.

ASTRONOMIHUSET
Sölvegatan 27

**11.00–17.00 The Art of being Insecure**
A workshop with researchers from the Center for Environmental and Climate Research. Test your skills in guessing with uncertainty. Through games and challenges, you will learn more about ways to describe uncertainty and how insecurity affects people. The activity is also given in English.

**16.00–18.00 Activities for children**
Crafts for young astronomers.

**17.15–18.00 Lecture: Milky Way in a new way**
With Lennart Lindegren. In Swedish.

**18.00–21.00 Hans-Uno Bengtsson Lectures in Physics**
In Swedish.

**18.30–21.30 Astronomers show and tell about cosmic computer simulations**
19.30 Sebastian Lorek: “What is a comet and where do they come from?” In English.
20.30 Gregor Traven: “Finding strange stars with the help of machine learning” In English.

**21.15–22.00 Lecture: To explore the Universe with star lights**
With Henrik Jönsson. In Swedish.

**22.15–23.00 Lecture: Turning tiny dust into Giant Planets**
With Michiel Lambrechts. In English.

BANTORGET

16.00–17.30 Samba Parade
Starts at Bantorget and finishes at Mårtenstorget.

BOTANISKA TRÄDGÅRDEN/THE BOTANICAL GARDENS
Östra Vallgatan 20

11.00–20.00 Visit the greenhouse, the shop and the café

14.00–20.00 Pollinators, why are they important?
Researchers from the Center for Environmental and Climate Research answer questions about pollinators. Get tips and advice on how to best protect wild boar and other pollinators.

14.00–19.00 Music, dance show and activities
On the theme of vegetables.

BRUNNSHÖG – THE SHED
Programmeraregatan 224

13.30–19.00 Open house
Check out illumination concept with training in focus, the Architecture School shows sculptures created by carnival scrap and Lund Municipality is in place to speak urban development and tramway.

14.00–16.00 Art Walk
Karin Wiberg and Ida Magntorn, in cooperation with Johanna Alkan Olsson, researcher at Lund University, showcases sculptures and images. After the walk there will be a workshop in clay for all ages and “fika”.

16.00–17.00 Panel Calls
Conversations about art, the future of housing and urban development.

16.00–22.00 Opening of Ekolution House
Opening of Scandinavia’s first prefabricated hemp-limestone house.

BUTIK TITTA IN
Stora Södergatan 19

12.00–17.00 Crafts Workshop and sale of handicrafts

CAFÉ ATHEN
Sandgatan 2

14.00–14.30 Lunds spelmansgille
Folk music from Skåne.

16.00–16.45 Bashar Sharifah and Friends
With folk music from the Middle East, jazz from the United States and inspiration from all over the world, Syrian musician Bashar Sharifah wants people to meet, feel and dare to hope. Come dancing!

18.00–18.45 Kvinnolåt
With song, harp, sackpipe, key harp and percussion, Anna Rynefors and Miriam Andersén focus on the forgotten female musicians from Skåne.

20.00–20.45 Birds on Clouds
Dreamy Indie pop about the will to change and hope for more love in the world. About fluffy dogs and dare to stand up against hatred. About losing oneself and dancing under the stars on a summer night that never ends.

22.00–22.45 I’m Kingfisher
Dreamy indie folk. Melancholy with a lot of heart.

CINEMA KINO
Kyrkogatan 3

Half price all Kulturnatten!

11.00–12.25 Varghunden (White Fang)
Animated film based on Jack London’s White Fang from 1906. In Swedish. For children from 7 years old. 35 SEK/ticket.

11.00–11.45 Lilla spöket Laban – Spökdags
Six short films based on the children’s books about the little ghost Laban. In Swedish. For children from 2 years old. 20 SEK/ticket.

12.30–14.15 Resan till Melonia/The Journey to Melonia
Prizewinning film inspired by Shakespeare’s The Tempest. In Swedish. For children from 5 years old. 35 SEK/ticket.

13.00–15.45 Cinema Paradiso
A classic masterpiece. In Italian, with Swedish subtitles. 55 SEK/ticket.

14.30–16.15 The Miseducation of Cameron Post
Prizewinning film. In 1993, a teenage girl is forced into a gay conversion therapy center by her conservative guardians. In English, with Swedish subtitles. 55 SEK/ticket.

16.15–17.45 Nothing Like a Dame
Judi Dench, Maggie Smith, Eileen Atkins and Joan Plowright engage in a round-table war of theatrical anecdotes in this outrageously funny film. In English, with Swedish subtitles. 55 SEK/ticket.

16.30–18.20 Gräns/Border
Prizewinning film about customs official Tina who has a sixth sense for pointing out smugglers. 55 SEK/ticket.

18.00–20.30 Flotten/The Raft
In the summer of 1973, five men and six women travel across the Atlantic Ocean in one of the world’s most remarkable science experiments. Forty years later, the crew reunite to talk about what actually happened on board. After the show, director Markus Lindeen talks with the audience. In Swedish. 55 SEK/ticket.

18.45–20.50 Smärtan/The Pain
Based on Marguerite Dura’s self-biographical novel with the same name. The year is 1944 and in Nazi-occupied France, the young author Marguerite is an active member of the resistance movement. In French, with Swedish subtitles. 55 SEK/ticket.

20.45–22.15 Goliat
A family drama about a 16-year-old boy living in a small farm somewhere in Sweden. A film about the relationship between son and dad and about a boy’s entry into adulthood. In Swedish. 55 SEK/ticket.

21.15–22.45 The Man Who Stole Banksy
In 2007, Banksy and his team went to the occupied parts of Palestine. They began to exert their characteristic street art on the walls around the West Bank, but something went wrong. In English, with Swedish subtitles. 55 SEK/ticket.

DOMKYRKAN/THE CATHEDRAL
Kyrkogatan 6

10.00–10.30 Saturday Concert
By the organ: Robert Bennesh.

12.00–12.15 The Medieval Clock
Watch and listen to the medieval clock of the cathedral.

13.00–13.45 & 14.00–14.45 The women in the history of the Cathedral
A guided tour.

10.45–11.00, 11.15–11.30, 16.45–17.00 & 17.15–17.30 The story about Finn the Giant
A guided tour for children.

18.00–18.20 Concert with the boy’s choir of the Cathedral

19.00–19.20 Concert with the girl’s choir Korinterna

20.00–20.20 Concert with the women’s choir Korallerna

21.00–21.20 Concert with Voices of Scandinavia

22.00–22.20 Concert with the choir Ostrochorus
23.00–23.45 Mass with music

DOMKYRKOFORUM
Kyrkogatan 4

10.30–22.45 Exhibition: Sacred Objects
Art work by Mårten Hultenberg.

10.30–22.45 Café

13.00–19.00 Creative workshop for children and adults

15.30–16.30 Book release: Mårten Hultenberg – Sacred Objects
Book release for Cecilia Hildeman Sjölin’s book “Mårten Hultenberg – sakrala objekt”.

17.00–21.00 Check out Kulturportal Lund
Presentation of an interactive, internet-based dictionary with facts on Lund from 1000th century up until now.

17.30–17.50 Open rehearsal with Gosskören

19.30–19.55 A Public Talk with the Bishop
The Bishop Johan Tyrberg talks with a secret guest.

20.30–22.00 Open mic
Welcome to read a poem, sing a song or share something that is important to you.

21.30–22.00 Lecture with Voices of Scandinavia
About their cooperation with the Catehedral.

DOMKYRKOPLATSEN
Kungsgatan 3

12.30–12.50 Kulturskolan Dance Show
Dance pupils from Lund’s School for Culture Training dances to the sound of the church bells.

17.00–00.00 Ghost Walk through Lundagård
Welcome on a trip through Lund’s scary history. You will hear about ghosts, murders and other nasty things that have occurred in the city. Start each hour. Tickets are purchased on site. 50 SEK for adults, 20 SEK for children.

18.30–19.15 Why did it go this way?
Röda Kapellet plays outside the Domkyrkoforum entrance and evaluates the previous election.
DROTTENS KYRKORUIN/CHURCH RUIN
Kattesund 6A

19.00–19.30 "Fakirisk" Dawn of Culture
A talk about night, darkness, light, dreams and twilight life of the author and humorist Axel Wallengren aka Falstaff, fakir. With Björn Magnusson Staaf, Kulturportal Lund, and Fredrik Tersmeden, Fakirensällskapet.

18.00–18.20, 20.00–20.20 Guided Tour of Drotten
Anita Larsson guides the oldest church of Lund. Limited number of visitors. Free tickets are handed out from 17.30.

ERIKSHJÄLPEN
Stora Södergatan 25

19.00–22.00 Who was Uncle Erik?
Photos and stories about Erik Nilsson. As a child, he laid the foundation for what is today Erikshjälpen.

FOLKETS HUS
Kiliansgatan 13

Latin Dance evening:

18.00–18.30 Salsa Kidz och Flamenquitas Dance Show
With Salsa & Flamenco Dansakademi.

18.30–19.00 New York Dance Company
Different styles of dance. Children´s dance.

19.00–19.30 Try out Argentinian Tango
With Tangokompaniet.

19.30–20.00 Try our Salsa
With SalsaSabrosa Dansskola.

20.00–20.30 Try out Brazilian Zouk
With Zouk Malmö.

20.30–21.00 Workshop in Afro-Cuban Rumba
With Ogun Da Masa dansskola from Cuba.

21.00–21.30 Dance Show

21.30–22.00 Dance Show with Oriental Move Dance Theater
22.00–00.00 Social Dancing Latin Salsa
With DJ-Cubasalsa.

FOLKUNIVERSITETET
Skomakaregatan 8

17.00–22.00 In the building
Photo exhibitions, crafts for children, try graffitti, make your own badge, short films and more.

17.00–22.00 In the backyard
Lice music, dance shows, Ethiopian food, exhibitions, fashion show and more.

18.30 Kävlinge Popkör
Choir and music.

19.15 Forrás
Folk dancing from Hungary.

20.00 Improgames
Improve theater in English.

20.45 Cadenza
European dancing from the Middle Ages to the Late Renaissance.

FOLKUNIVERSITETET AT BREDGATAN
Bredgatan 5

18.00–21.00 Visit the silversmiths
Meet with the teachers and check out the pupil’s exhibition.

FRIMURAREFÖRENINGEN EOS
Krafts torg 10

16.00–20.00 A Society with Secrets
Masons compound opens up its doors and tell about their society.

FYSISKA INSTITUTIONEN
Sölvegatan 14C

11.00–01.30 Physics- and lasershow
A unique, spectacular and world-renowned performance with cool experiments and a super laser show. Free tickets are handed out an hour before each show.

  11.00–11.35 For children 4 years old.
  12.00–12.45 For children 5 years old.
  13.30–14.20 & 15.00–15.50 For children 6 years old.
  16.30–17.30 & 18.00–19.00 For children 10 years old.
20.00–21.00, 21.30–22.30 & 23.00–00.00 For adults.
00.30–01.30 For adults, in English!

11.30–23.00 Experiment
Playful and interactive experiments. For example, you can see different chemical experiments, check out the microscope, build a spagetti tower, guess the bait and compete in pipetting. Meet with the students and look out for scientists Einstein, Curie, Brahe, Linnaeus and Darwin. Competitions for children from 12:00 noon.

12.30–22.55 The Biology Show on stage
A unique multimedia show about life and everything living. Interactive experiments and demonstrations that awaken curiosity. Free tickets are handed out one hour before each show.


16.30–21.30 An Introduction to nanotechnology
Visit the nano laboratory and check out the exhibition about nanotechnology in everyday life. Not for children under the age of 13. Free tickets are handed out at Nano-Lund’s informations table.

17.20–18.10 & 19.50–20.40 In English.

FÖRENINGEN GAMLA LUNDS KANSLI
Kattesund 6A

18.00–21.00 Open House at the Old Lund Society
Learn more about old Lund and the society.

GALLERI KAMMAREN
Lilla Fiskaregatan 23

13.00–22.00 Book release
Pia Staël von Holstein and Staffan Bengtsson about their new book about food and other things to experience at Österlen.

GALLERI MILHAMRE
Trädgårdsgatan 13

12.00–21.00 Colourful and vivid paintings of Lund
By Mats Milhamre.

GEOLOGISKA INSTITUTIONEN
Sölvegatan 12

13.00–16.00 The Day of Geology
Watch beautiful minerals and exciting fossils. Film and exhibitions on geology. You have the opportunity to produce your own 80 million year old fossil. Free coffee!

HEMGÅRDEN
Kiliansgatan 11

19.00–19.45 Scarlet Robe
Rock music.

20.30–21.15 Malenkost
Experimental rock from Lund.

22.00–23.00 Stoinabjär
Instrumental mix of surfrock, Swedish folk music, blues and Finnish tango.

HISTORISKA MEDIA
Bantorget 3

18.00–22.00 Open House with Authors at the Publishing House
A warm welcome to listen to current authors and buy books at unbeatable prices. Authors: Bengt Liljegren, Frida Skybäck, Ingmar Karlsson, Elisabeth Östnäs, Sanimir Resic och Andreas Karlsson.

HÄLSANS HUS
Mårtenstorget 6

09.00–16.00 Jewelry Exhibition
Jewelry for body and mind is a tool for those who find it hard to relax and stay focused when they try to meditate. With Åsa Ljungdell.

09.00–16.00 Art Exhibition with Elin Albertsson Krajewski
Elin works in techniques such as watercolor, acrylic and charcoal. Her works include nature motifs, portraits and human anatomy.

10.00–11.00 How Hypnosis can help
A talk about how you can be helped by hypnosis in your everyday life. With Antje Swart. In Swedish.

10.00–11.00 Yin-yang yoga

10.00–12.00 Try Medium healing
With Barbara Särlöv. 100 SEK.

10.00–12.00 Try Coaching, Mindfulness and Grief Processing
With Christel Lilja. 100 SEK.

10.00–12.00 Try Sound Bowl Massage
10.00–12.00 Get rid of Pain
Try a method to get rid of pain, with Karina Gustafson. 100 SEK.

11.00–12.00 Borrelia – a widespread disease
A talk with Gabriele Ottosson. In Swedish.

11.00–13.30 Try TCM consultation
Try TCM consultation (Traditional Chinese Medicine), Chinese Massage, Zonte Rapid, Chinese Massage and Dietary Advice. With Zhao Ming. 100 SEK.

12.00–13.00 Exhaustion – about the way back
A talk with Åsa Ljungdell. In Swedish.

12.00–13.00 Qigong for everybody
A talk with Maybritt Rydahl Herbst. In Swedish.

12.00–14.00 Try Reiki, Access bars or Re-flexology/Zone Therapy
With Edita Juchneviciute. 100 SEK.

13.00–14.00 Relaxation
A talk with Peter Hess and Iris Krueger. In Swedish.

13.00–14.00 Psychometric Energy work
A talk with Barbara Särlöv. In Swedish.

13.00–15.00 Try Sound Bowl Massage, Physiotherapist, Lymph Massage and Bio Resonance Analysis
With Gabrielle Ottoson. 100 SEK.

13.00–15.00 Try Hypnosis
With Antje Swart. 100 SEK.

13.30–15.30 Try Japanese Lifting (Facial) and Cupping Massage
With Maybritt Rydahl Herbst. 100 SEK.

14.00–15.00 Try Guided Meditation in group
With Åsa Ljungdell. 100 SEK.

14.00–15.00 How can mindfulness help in the stress of everyday life?
A talk with Christel Lilja. In Swedish.

15.00–16.00 Your Face needs Massage
A talk with Karina Gustafson.
HÖKERIET
S:t Annegatan 9

12.00–21.00 An old fashioned shop like back in the 19th century.

In Hökeriet you can buy old-fashioned goods like back in the 19th century. On the shelves you can see packages from the same period and in the “Hökaren´s” office there is a small café.

IKDC – INGVAR KAMPRAD DESIGNCENTRUM
Sölvegatan 26

16.00–18.00 Visit Brunnshög in VR
Take a virtual walk at Brunnshög and experience an interactive light installation! With the help of HTC Vive and as part of the VR lab's program you get the chance to visit Brunnshög without physically being there.

16.00–18.00 BME – Medicine and Technique
Meet with scientists and try-out activities for both children and adults.

16.00–18.00 VR, 3D-printing and the Climate
Visit exciting laboratory environments in VR, 3D printing and climate. Besök spännande

IOGT-NTO
Bantorget 5

11.00–17.00 Tales and Fables from Somalia
En bit av Afrika här i Lund. Möt de lustiga djuren och dråpliga händelserna ur de somaliska folksagornas skattkammare. Roligt för både barn och vuxna!

11.00–17.00 Juni’s Craft Workshop: Have fun with cones
Meet the forest right in the middle of town. The tables are filled with cones, rocks, mosses and other things from the forest. Build a hedgehog, a cone garland or whatever else you feel like. Suitable for all ages.

11.00–17.00 Solve the Christmas Riddle
Are you a good detective? This tricky task is suitable for both adults and children from about four years of age. For parents there is also an extra riddle.

11.00–17.00 Flea Market
Entrance at the gate from Nygatan 1.

11.00–17.00 Meet the Sober Student Association
And learn more about their activities for both students and other young people.

11.00–17.00 Jazz Exhibition
The exhibition follows jazz's swinging history from start to finish. You who bring your smartphone and headphones can play the Spotify list that belongs to the exhibition.
JOLANS KERAMIKALETJÉ
Idrottsgatan 4

19.00–22.00 Exhibition and Try Out
The exhibition "Eyes Sensitive to Summer" with watercolor paintings, photos and ceramics. Come and try painting watercolor at 19:00 and at 20:00 with the supervision of the artists who exhibit in the gallery. Contributors: Helena Nantin, Ove Hallin, Karin Nilsson, Kajsa Higgins and Jolan Kovacs.

JÄGER OCH JANSSON GALLERI
Stora Gråbrödersgatan 13

17.00–23.00 Frank Björklund – The Art of Constructing a Painting
Exhibition with art from Frank Björklund. At 19:00 the artist himself talk about the worlds that inspires him.

KLOSTERKIRKAN
Trollebergsvägen 4

14.00–14.45 Life and Peace
Mellankören and Ungdomskören from Norra Nöbbelöv’s parish perform the musical Life and Peace. Through some of the animals on Noah's ark, they convey a picture of the survivors' ship, where we can accompany a journey that deals with environment, enlightenment, despair, hope and a new life. Text: Lars Collmar. Music: Per Harling. Leader and conductor: Yvonne Carlström.

15.30–16.15 António Rodrigues
Classic guitar and singing.

16.30–17.15 Carolinae Ladies Choir
Carolinae Damkör are celebrating their 15th anniversary with a concert. Conductor: Urika Emanuelsson.

18.15–19.00 Dutch Artists during the Renaissance
Welcome to a concert with Dalby Renaissance ensemble – Collegium Vox Humana. Conductor: Anita Andersson.

19.30–20.30 Lunds Vokalensemble

22.00–22.45 Thomas Carlström sings Cohen

23.00–23.45 Judit
Through flute music and dance, Ellen Dykert Hallberg and Amanda Bråliden interpret Judith’s book in the Old Testament. When the city of Baitloua was occupied by the soldiers of King Nebuchadnezzar,
Judith saved, with the help of God, the people of the city. In this project, Ellen and Amanda investigated Judit’s situation. They make connections between Judit's history and what it’s like to be a woman in the 21st century.

**KNUT DEN STORES TORG**

13.00–18.00 Try Falun Gong
Falun Gong is a cultivation method with four calm qigong exercises and a seated meditation. Everyone can learn and at no cost. Comfortable clothes make it easier, but your welcome just the way you are.

**KONST I LUND**

Lilla Fiskaregatan 23

19.00–21.00 Watercolour Paintings of Lund
By Erik Lundgren.

**KONSTHALLEN**

Mårtenstorget 3

19.00–20.00 & 21.00–22.00 Guided Tour of the current Exhibition

20.00–21.00 & 22.00–23.00 Guided Tour to Videoart in the Urban Space
In collaboration with Argentine curator Alejandra Aguado, video works by six Argentinian artists are displayed in the urban space. In the dark, you’ll get a guided tour of a selection of the works. We meet up at the entrance to Lund Lunds konsthall.

**KRAFTS TORG**

12.00–22.00 The Museum of History moves out
The Museum of History welcomes you to meet with them at Krafts square during Kulturnatten. For the various activities see specific events below. Please note that early afternoon (12.00-17.00) activities are more family-oriented and the evening activities (17.00-22.00) are directed more to adults.

12.00–17.00 Sculpture in Clay
You will learn more about who sculpted in clay through history, what they sculpted and why.

12.00–17.00 Rune Carving for children
How were runes used and who used them? Carve your own runes and learn more about the rune script.

17.00–21.00 Creative workshop for families with Cirkusvagnen
Kom och var kreativ tillsammans, gammal som ung!
17.00–17.45 & 19.00–19.45 Guided Tour of Krafts torg
From the Middle Ages to the 19th century, Krafts Square was one of the city's most densely populated areas, with a cemetery, monasteries and several stairwell houses.

17.00–17.45 & 19.00–19.45 Guided Tour of the Museum of History
The Museum of History looks forward to 100 new years by giving an insight into the history of the house from the outside. With the museum director Per Karsten.

17.00–22.00 Try on helmets
Try helmets created by the museum’s own experimental archeologist. Learn more about how these helmets have been recreated and how they have been used throughout history.

17.00–22.00 Ask an Archeologist
You may have a question about a specific historic item? Welcome to talk to the experts.

17.00–22.00 Touch stone axes
The museum has a large collection of stone axes. Here is an opportunity to see a selection of these close up.

KROGNOSHUSET
Mårtenstorget 3

13.00–23.00 Exhibition: Julia Bondesson
Krognoshuset shows an exhibition with the work of artist Julia Bondesson who is also present. Bondesson (born 1983) lives and works in Killeberg, Skåne. She is inspired by the body and movement of a figurative expressionism.

KULTUREN
Tegnérsplatsen 6

18.00–22.00 Kulturnatten at Kulturen
Welcome to an evening at the museum with music, exhibitions and a walk in the light of torches! Free entrance all night.

18.00–22.00 A walk through the park in the light of torches
On the theme of Alice in Wonderland. Suitable for children from 5 years of age. There are some torches to lend.

18.15–19.00 Cappella Lundensis with Trio Azul
Chamber Orchestra Cappella Lundensis plays favorites from its tango collaboration with Trio Azul.

18.30–19.00 Hunting Horn Music
With Skånes Jakthorn. Conductor: Lena Forén Naranjo.

19.30–20.00 Concert with the Choir Östergök

20.15–20.45 Concert with Dalby Dragspelsklubb (accordion music)
21.00–21.45 Classic Lovesongs from Italy and Scandinavia
Duets and songs from the Italian opera treasure and romantic tones from Scandinavia. Christer Arwidson, song, Signe Jeppesen, song and Bente Falck, piano.

KULTURSKOLAN
Sankt Laurentiigatan 1

15.00–15.30 Drama without a script
A completely improvised show with the pupils from Kulturskolan where the audience can participate. Anything can happen!

18.00–18.50, 19.00–19.50 & 20.00–20.50 Chambre Music in Fernströmsaulan
Music with pupils and teachers from Kulturskolan.

21.00–23.00 Classic, modern and avant-garde tones from the Baltic Sea Region
Chambre Music with pupils and teachers from the Schools och Culture in Lund, Faaborg and Greifswald.

LEXIS PAPPER
Stora Gråbrödersgatan 13

12.00–13.00, 14.00–15.00, 16.00–17.00, 18.00–19.00 & 20.00–21.00 The History of the Pen
The skilled and appreciated pen specialist, Björn Arebom, is once again visiting Lexis Papper. He shares his broad knowledge of writing instruments and values pens. Bring your favorite pen to have it valued.

LILLA CAFÉET
Lilla Tvärgatan 2

12.00–17.00 Photo Exhibition and Food
Soup is served made from a recipe from the newly released cookbook "Multiple meals". You can also enjoy a photo exhibition with pictures from the cookbook.

LILLA TERRASSEN
Lilla Södergatan 2

18.00–22.00 Frequencies of Mind
An art exhibition depicting different frequencies of our consciousness. From another perspective, the artist Art by Björk (Terése Björk) conveys cosmic creation processes that manifest on the screen in an explosion of colors.

LIMUS (SVANESKOLAN)
Möllegatan 8

10.00–13.00 Goodbye Svane – Marathon Concert
Pupils from music school LIMUS plays live music from different epochs, for different instruments and for ensembles of different sizes.

10.40–11.50 Write your own song in an hour
You need basic knowledge in notes to take part in this workshop with Fredrik Schützer. In just an hour, you will write your very own show for any instrument. 100 SEK, pre-registration required, by 2018-09-10 at fredrik.limus@lundsmusiksalong.se

10.45–13.15 Paint Legal Music Graffiti
Svaneskolan is to be demolished and therefore LIMUS has been allowed to create music graffiti on the concrete wall. Come and paint everything from notes and other musical symbols!

11.00–13.00 Try Harp
Take the opportunity to try this amazing instrument! LIMUS Music School offers qualified harp teaching. With teacher Ysella Almqvist.

LIVETS MUSEUM
Lasarettsgatan 5B

18.00–22.00 Exhibition
Welcome to explore the medical history exhibition, also suitable for children.

LUNDAGÅRD

15.00–15.50 Finger dancing with Young academy of LIMUS School of music
Multiple people sharing one piano can be quite the challenge, but these students are skilled and play everything from Bach to Pirates of the caribbean.

15.00–21.00 Scanian society of industrial history
A society to network and gain knowledge of Scanias transformation during the industrialization.

15.00–21.00 Scanian headache society
Different artists show their work mad in relation to their migraine and other difficult head pains. Paint your own headache!

15.00–21.00 Studieförbundet Vuxenskolan
Studieförbundet Vuxenskolan is recording their podcast with different guests during the day.

15.00–21.00 Swedish-Taiwanese society of friendship
Information about Taiwan and the activities of the society of friendship.

15.00–21.00 Svalorna Indien-Bangladesh
Mingle, talk about sustainability, human rights, solidarity and the Svalorna work in India and Bangladesh.

15.00–21.00 Faktum magazine
Come say hello to the salespersons, buy a copy of the magazine, take part in a quiz and maybe you’ll win a tote bag.

15.00–22.00 Library Bus
Borrow a book, mingle, read a fairytale, take part in a quiz for children or practice your reading with Torsten the dog (between 16–18).

LUNDS DANS- OCH MUSIKALGYMNASIUM
Kiliansgatan 13

15.00–15.30 & 16.30–17.00 Shakespeare piece by piece
Students at the school of dancing and musicals perform a couple of Shakespeare snippets. In Swedish.

LUNDS FONTÄNHUS
Kävlingevägen 15
Arr. Lunds Fontänhus, RSMH, Skådebanan och Studiefrämjandet

15.00–21.30 Exhibition
Watch the exhibition “Cultural chock treatment – 450 volts for your well-being”

16.00–20.00 Live music, poetry and stories about life
A jam-packed program in the garden café.

20.00–21.30 Outdoor cinema. world premiere of the movie “Sankt Lars sjukhus”
The movie is followed by discussion and talks with the director Mattias Wellander Löfgren. In Swedish.

LUNDS TEKNISKA HÖGSKOLA (LTH)
John Ericssons väg 4

Tours start every half hour from the tent outside study centrum. Children under 12 needs to be accompanied by an adult. Tickets are booked in advance, for more information: lth.se/digitalth/kulturnatten-2018
Arr: LTH Campus.

16.00–18.00 Teknisk Akustik
Meet scientists and try outs for both parents and children. Guided tours of the acoustic labs start 16.15 and 17.15, takes 40 minutes and is limited to 16 participants. Gathering at the tent by the study centre.

14.00–18.00 Christmas calendar at LTH
Meet and greet the new hosts of the annual christmas calendar, who are all students at LTH.

14.00–18.00 LU-racing
Have a seat in the racecar and talk to the students who build and race it in Formula student.

LUX, LUNDS UNIVERSITET
Helgonavägen 3

17.00–19.00 Open house at the robot lab
Christian Balkenius shows the labs humanoid robots.

18.00–19.00 Støj och rabalder!
A show about the many different sides of music. Sanne Krogh Groth and Thomas Olsson talk about their work and actors improvise accordingly. Arr: Centre for Öresund studies and Division of Musicology. In Swedish.

MAX IV LABORATORY
Fotongatan 2

09.00–15.00 Open house at the MAX IV lab
More information and how to book in advance at maxiv.se/kulturnatten

MEDICINSKA FAKULTETEN VID LUNDS UNIVERSITET
Sölvegatan 19

12.00–17.00 How does the body work?
Learn more about your body, see the inside of an ambulance, learn to spot an emergency and how to handle it. The doctor can also cure your teddy bear (if needed). Lectures, experiments, quiz and more.

MEJERIET
Stora Södergatan 64

12.00–21.30 Kulturcentrum Skåne på Mejeriet
Kulturcentrum Skåne is an innovative culture- and knowledge-centre for people with functional disabilities, alone in its kind in the country. During the night of culture they will show some of their work at Mejeriet.

12.00–13.30 Chimurenga Marimba Band
Chimurenga Marimba Band from Kulturcentrum Skåne play music and shows dances from Zimbabwe and South Africa.

14.00–15.00 Bergman and Blues
A snippet from the show ”Mozart and more”. In Swedish.

15.00–16.00 Movement in art – Art in movement
The art group shows a performance outside of the building.

16.00–16.30 & 20.00–20.30 Tenk
Tenk is a coverband that started out playing Kent songs, hence the name, but now they play other songs as well.

16.30–17.00 & 18.30–19.00 Dikter och texter
The theatre group Koloniteatern perform their own poems and texts. In Swedish.

17.00–17.30 KC Attitude
The rock band KC Attitude write all their songs themselves, both music and lyrics. Expect a groovy show!

18.00–18.30 Blue Tuesday
A blues band playing originals in traditional blues spirit.

19.00–19.30 Kafferep
A pop ensemble playing songs by Laleh, Eva Dahlgren, Blondie, Veronica Maggio among others.

23.00–03.00 Sommarstället Kulturnattsklubb
DJ’s, dancing and partying. More info at www.kulturmejeriet.se. Free for the first hour and then 100 SEK at the door. Age limit 18 years.

MIXX ART
Bankgatan 2

18.00–22.00 Exhibition
Ceramics by Maggi Mårtensson, photography by Peter Lundgren and The Doors of Lund poster by Joel Skog is for sale.

MÅNTEATERN
Bredgatan 3

16.00–18.00 Vi vet var du bor – Electronic opera about freedom of speech
Based on a true story. After the show there is a talk on the topic of freedom of speech and social media. Entrance is free but you will need a ticket, those are available from 14.00 until the doors open. Age limit 13 years. In Swedish.

MÅRTENSTORGET

12.00–18.00 Fritid Lund at Mårtenstorget
Fritid Lund sets up workshops where you can create music and art, try e-sports, talk about youth culture and get to know how to fund your youth projects in Lund.

13.00–23.00 Stages at Mårtenstorget
Choirs, hip hop, dancing and everything in between. Kulturskolan, Spyken, ABF, Turbokultand others take part. For complete schedule please visit kulturnatten.nu.

NATURVETENSKAP VID LUNDS UNIVERSITET
Sölvegatan 27
13.00–16.00 What’s at the bottom of lake Sjön?
Follow students as they get to the bottom of what’s actually at the bottom of lake Sjön. Followed by talks about what we can learn from such specimens. In Swedish.

PALAESTRA ET ODEUM
Paradisgatan 4

14.30–15.30 Try out conducting an orchestra
Here’s your chance to lead Lunds Academic Choir with some help from director cantorum Cecilia Martin-Löf.

16.30–17.30 Is music art?
A lecture with Director musices Patrik Andersson about whether music is art or not. In Swedish.

PINGSTKYRKAN
Stora Södergatan 25

18.00–19.00 Soul and gospelmusic with B-tolv and Loulou Lamotte
7-man band B-tolv sets up the groove with soul artist Loulou Lamotte and a choir.

PUFENDORFINSTITUTET, LUNDS UNIVERSITET
Biskopsgatan 3

13.00–15.00 Experience the Milky way through VR
Scientists from present a 3D model built with VR from the GAIA Satellite.

14.00–14.30 & 16.00–16.30 Guided tour of Pufendorfinstitutet
Listen to stories about the building and have a look at the old greek statues that still remain in the house. In Swedish.

14.00–17.00 ”Fika” at the Pufendorfinstitutet lawn
Coffee, lemonade, cookies and a well needed break.

16.45–19.00 Vatten, näring och lite celler
Lectures about “water, nutrition and some cells.”

16.45–17.00 Try drinking water with different pH-levels in the garden.
17.00–17.30 About how bacteria help us clean our drinking water. How we measure and understand these bacteria, and why they are a fascinating part of nature that we interact with every day. Lecture in english with Catherine Paul.
17.45–18.15 Lecture with Ola Wendt about how catalysis has lead to a better world. In Swedish.
18.30–19.00 Lecture with Sara Nolbrant about nerve cells. In Swedish.
RESTAURANG SANDRA – KURDISKA HÖRNET
Stora Södergatan 42

18.00–22.00 Kurdish Night
Kurdish night with Oskan and Lalo playing saz and daf.

RÅÄNGEN
Odarslövvägen 77

13.00–15.00 And we are Everywhere
Discussion about Nathan Coley’s piece “And We Are Everywhere”. In Swedish.

S:T THOMAS AV AQUINOS KATOLSKA Kyrka
Stora Tomegatan 15

21.00–22.00 What does it take to be a Human?
About young people finding their place in life. In Swedish.

SALUHALLEN
Mårtenstorget 1

17.00–22.00 Workshops and Food Mingling
Workshops with different kinds of food. In Swedish.

17.00–17.30 TBA
17.45–18.15 Children make their own basque pintxos
18.30–19.00 How to cook meat
19.15–19.45 Open oyster without a screwdriver

SCIENCE VILLAGE
Odarslövs Mölla 274

09.00–15.00 A day full of Flour
Kl. 11.00, 12.00 & 14.00 Lectures about life in the mill. In Swedish.
Kl. 11.30, 12.30 & 13.30 Watch grain turn to flour, and bring some home!

11.00–11.20 & 12.00–12.20 The Story of Odarslövs Mölla (Mill)
Henrik Borg of Kulturen, tells stories about the mill, the farm and the land next to it.

SKISSERNAS MUSEUM
Finngatan 2

17.00–19.00 Create a Scenographic Model
A scenographic workshop. Drop-in. All ages. In Swedish.

17.00–21.00 Guided Tours
Guided tours of the museum. In Swedish.

18.00–19.00 Talks with Gunilla Palmstierna-Weiss
A talk with the world famous scenographer Gunilla Palmstierna-Weiss. In Swedish.

SPRÅK- OCH LITTERATURCENTRUM, LUNDS UNIVERSITET
Helgonabacken 12

16.00–20.00 Curious about SOL?
Ask your questions about language-, film-, middle-eastern- and litterature studies.

16.00–20.30 The language in your brain
Play language-games and watch your brain work. With Mikael Roll.

16.00–21.00 The SOL café is open

16.15–16.45 Skånska Mandoliner
Playing in the SOL entrance.

16.45–17.15 Soft voices in northern countries?
Lecture with Mechtild Tronnier (Linguistics). In Swedish.

16.45–17.15 The struggle, journey or entrapment – Cancer and Metaphores
With Anna W Gustafsson (Nordic languages). In Swedish.

16.45–17.15 Latin beginners class
With Caijsa Sjöberg (Latin). In Swedish (and latin).

16.45–17.15 The language-describing work of the Swedish Academy
Lecture with Lisa Holm (Nordic languages). In Swedish.

17.00–18.00, 18.00–19.00 & 19.00–20.00 Try Shared Reading
Write your name at the list at the door to book your seat. In Swedish.

17.30–18.00 How to spot a translated text
Lecture with Mari Mossberg (Nordic languages). In Swedish.

17.30–18.00 Why does titti sound small and bobbo sound big?
Lecture with Niklas Johansson (Linguistics). In Swedish.

17.30–18.00 Sustainability or a Sustainable Story?
Lecture with Henrik Rahm (Nordic languages). In Swedish.

17.30–18.45 Ingmar Bergman 100 years – In Hindsight
Lecture and film clips with Anki Wallengren, Erik Hedling, Lars-Gustaf Andersson, Olle Hedling och Rikard Loman (Film-, theater- and litterature studies).

18.00–20.30 Jeu de piste
Quiz about French culture and more. With Annika Mörte Alling and Maria Rane-falk (French). In Swedish.

18.00–20.30 What you can see in your Voice
With Mechtild Tronnier (Linguistics). In Swedish.

18.15–18.45 Lær dansk på 30 minuter (Learn Danish in 30 minutes)
With Lone Koldtoft (Nordic languages). In Swedish (and Danish)

18.15–18.45 Language consultants presents some of their theses
In Swedish.

18.15–18.45 Language tests for citizenship, what does science say?
With Anna Flyman Mattsson (Nordic languages). In Swedish.

19.00–20.30 Nanna Carling Trio with guests
Music.

19.00–19.30 Margarine and Modernity
The emergence of margarine as a butter substitute for the masses, and how literary texts have exploited margarine as both a plot device, and a convenient symbol of “faking it”. With Ellen Turner. In English.

19.00–19.30 Yugoslavias and its Successors in Modern Europe.
With Sanimir Resic (European studies). In Swedish.

19.00–19.30 Studenter present their theses.
In Swedish.

19.45–20.15 Why is Shakespeare’s world map so wonky?

19.45–20.15 Prague spring 1968 plus 50 years
With Tomas Sniegon (Eastern and central European knowledge). In Swedish.

STADSBIBLIOTEKET
Sankt Petri Kyrkogata 6

11.00–14.30 Workshop and Poster Exhibition Lund-Uruguay-Lund
Creative workshop for the whole family between 11 and 14, after that there is an opening ceremony for the exhibition.

16.00–17.00 Tagore choir sings Tagore
In Bengali and Swedish.

17.00–20.00 Try playing Bridge, the card game

17.00–18.00 Elsa Grave Society reads Elsa Grave
In Swedish.

18.00–19.00 Shared Reading – What is it?
In Swedish.

18.30–19.30 Kristina Paltén – The scared runner
Lecture in Swedish.

STADSPARKEN

16.00–22.00 Foto-synthesis
Photo exhibition with Fotokollektivet; Olivia Ahlberg, Jenny Edvinstam, Anna Karlsson, Helga Kringleh and Johan Nordström. In the greenhouse by the north entrance from Nygatan.

19.00–23.00 Torch Walk in Stadsparken
Start by the garden of sun and moon by the north entrance from Nygatan.

STADSTEATERN
Kiliansgatan 13

12.00–12.45 Musical meeting
Concert with six ensembles from Kulturskolan Lund: Allemanda, Cantilénorna, Dolcianini, Gitarissimo, Kulturblocket and Kulturstråkarna.

14.00–14.35 Gunhild Carling & Zoltán Csörsz Trio
Swing and jazz show suited for children from 5 years of age.

17.00–17.50 Malin Nilsson – A Magic Show!
A magic show for the whole family.

19.30–20.30 Miriam Aïda – Loving The Alien
Miriam Aïda gives her personal take on music of the late, great David Bowie.

21.00–21.45 Rejoice Gospel Choir
Groovy gospel and smooth soul all at once.

22.30–23.15 Aram Dance Theater
Dance show with 30 young newcomers lead by Awne Mawed.

STENKROSSEN
Kastanjegatan 13

14.00–15.00 Try out Theater
Bygghallen.

14.00–21.00 Lunds Öppna Verkstad: Open house and try out
Discover the shop and all its machines. Sotarhuset inside the yard.
14.00–00.00 Art exhibition: 17 000
With Skaparkollektivet Forma. Svarta lådan.

14.00–00.30 Documents from within – The closed
Photo exhibition by Heidi Ingensdotter. Torget.

15.00–16.00 Lilla Teaterns children and youth groups
Come see some live theater. Bygghallen. In theater.

15.00–19.00 Try out circus!
For the whole family. Drop-in. Innergården.

15.00–22.00 Organic pop up-café with ABC
Vegan café. Torget.

16.00–16.30 Sweet senescence with Teater Trots
Theater by women in their prime. Bygghallen. In Swedish.

16.00–17.30 Try out Crafts

17.00–17.30 ”Är du svensk?!”
Monologue by and with Mia Barlöv. Blåan. In Swedish.

17.00–18.00 Bike Culture Lund

17.00–18.00 Människor i solen with Teater Zon 240

17.00–21.00 VR-nissage
Locally produced virtual reality. Gråan.

18.00–19.00 Ett Dockhem with Dagmargruppen
A teaser from Ibsens classic. Bygghallen. In Swedish.

18.00–19.30 Try out Textile Printing
Drop-in. Vita galleriet.

18.00–19.30 Try out Arduino
Drop-in. Vita galleriet.

19.00–19.40 City Cultivation Safari
Innergården.

19.00–00.00 Sound Installation and Art Music
Surreal musical landscapes. Blåan.
20.00–20.45 Yin & Yang ...or something like that
Dance show with Oriental Move Dance Theatre. Bygghallen.

20.00–21.00 Try out City Cultivation
Try growing something. Vita galleriet.

21.30 – 22.45 Arch Film Lund: Paris Tower 13 by Tomas Lallier

22.00–00.00 Karaoke
Bygghallen.

00.30–00.45 Magic Fire Show with Favilla
Innergården.

STENKROSSEN, DANSBANAN
Kastanjegatan 13

12.00–12.40 Traditional indonesian dancing
12.40–13.30 LL Dance Studio: show and try out
13.30–14.25 Bollywood- and traditional dancing from India
14.25–14.45 Contemporary jazz with Illusion
14.45–15.30 Capoeira with Abadá-capoeira Lund
15.30–16.00 Style Dance Studio with showjazz, hip hop, contemporary jazz and K-pop
16.00–16.45 Tango with Tangokompaniet
16.45–17.30 Balkan dancing with Balkanfötter dance company
17.30–18.15 Salsa with Salsa Sabrosa Dansskola
18.15–18.45 Folkdans med Lunds studenters folkdanslag
18.45–19.30 Jitterbug with Gåsasteget dance club
19.30–20.00 Oriental belly dancing with Jannah Bellydance group
20.00–20.20 Tap dance with Tapladies
20.20–21.05 Oriental dance/Belly dance with Fireflow Oriental Dance
21.05–21.50 Flamenco with Peña Flamenca El Planeta
21.50–22.20 Hungarian traditional dancing with Forrás dance group

22.20–23.05 Oriental dancing with Al-Fayruz/Medborgarskolan

23.05–23.50 Lindy Hop with HepTown

23.50–00.30 Nanna Carling Swing Band

STORTORGET/TAKSCENEN

15.00–16.00 Art walk with Lennart Prytz

17.00–17.45 Kaxophonic
Jazz, funk and folk all at once.

19.00–19.45 O-Hund with Wha Gwaan Band
Scanian groovy hip hop and reggae.

21.00–21.45 Rhys
Check out her hit single “No Vacancy”, dance friendly!

23.00–23.45 Lur
Electronic music with a breathtaking stage performance.

STUDIO 7
Karl XI-gatan 7

15.00–21.00 Photo Exhibition: Music Pictures by Foto f+

SVALORNA INDIEN BANGLADESH
Spolegatan 5

18.00–21.00 Open Mic
Live music, open mic and the store is open.

SWOSHPOTS KERAMIKVERKSTAD
Stora Gråbrödersgatan 13A

16.00–19.00 See Pottery come to Life

TANT HULDA
Stora Gråbrödersgatan 12

17.00–21.00 Fair Isle-knitting
TEATER SAGOHUSET
Revingegatan 8

17.00–18.30 Animation Workshop
Make your own movie with simple methods. With Daniel Svensson from Ekron studios.

19.00–20.00 Öppen repetition av Ensam och Esmeralda
Ensam och Esmeralda är en saga om hur en konstnär blir till och en berättelse om en barndom. Teater Sagohuset presenterar denna fantasiful-la och härliga föreställning som en del av jubileumsåret Bergman 100 år. Från 9 år.

TEATERCAFÉET I LUND
Magle Lilla Kyrkogata 1

19.00–21.00 Musical Pearls
Students from the school of dancing and musicals play various hits from the world of musicals. Accompanied by Martin Berggren behind the piano.

TEGNÉRMUSEET
Stora Gråbrödersgatan 11

19.00–22.00 At Home with Tegnér
Visit the house as it was during the 19th century.

TEKULTUREN
Slöjdgatan 13

16.00–21.00 Art Exhibition and Book Talks
Meet Peter Ahlqvist, author, and Mariann Odier-Ros, artist, and watch some of their work. “Från Grönt till Lapsang”. Tekulturen treats you a warming cup of tea.

UNIVERSITETSBIBLIOTEKET
Helgonabacken 1

16.30–20.30 Litography Live
Exhibition and lectures about Swedish litography.

17.30–18.00 From Copper Print to Litography

18.30–19.00 The first two Stone Printers in Sweden
With Gunnel Hedberg, librarian. In Swedish.

19.30–20.00 Swedish Color Litography during the 19th Century
With Jan af Burén, fil. dr. In Swedish.
UNIVERSITETSHUSET
Paradisgatan 2

19.30–20.00 Palaestra Vocal Ensemble
Performing Frank Martins Mass for double choir.

21.30–22.30 Composers Night
Pianist Fredrik Schützer performing works from contemporary Swedish composers.

VATTENHALLEN SCIENCE CENTER
John Ericssons väg 1

12.00–20.00 Activities, Experiments and Planetarium Shows

12.00–12.45, 14.00–14.45 & 16.00–16.45 Quantumshow
A nano-themed physics show. Free tickets at the outside tent 30 minutes ahead of the show. In Swedish.

Interactive music show. Free tickets at the outside tent 30 minutes ahead of the show. In Swedish.

13.00–13.45, 15.00–15.45 & 17.00–17.45 Chemistry Show: Molecules Exist
Spectacular chemistry show. Free tickets at the outside tent 30 minutes ahead of the show. In Swedish.

13.00–20.00 Planetarium Shows
New show every 20 minutes. In Swedish.

Free tickets at the outside tent 30 minutes ahead of the show. In Swedish.

13.30–15.00 & 16.00–18.00 Guided tours of the exhibitions
Free tickets in the tent outside. In Swedish.

16.30–17.10, 17.30–18.10 & 18.30–19.10 Your DNA is unique
Extract your DNA and get it in a necklace. The process takes 30 - 40 minutes. Arr: Smile Incubator och Open Lab Skåne. In Swedish.

20.00–21.00 “Birth of the Solar System” Planetarium show
Journey to the planets and learn about how the Sun, the Earth and the other planets came to be. New show every 20 minutes. In english.

VINTAGE VINYL RECORDS
Lilla Fiskaregatan 4D

11.00–23.00 The store turns one year!
Come celebrate and dance to selector Mårtens music.

VÄRLDSBUTIKEN KLOTET
Stora Tomegatan 48

11.00–15.00 & 18.00–21.00 Testing Chocolate
Come taste fair trade chocolate.

ÖSTERVÅNGSVÄGEN 32

13.00–18.00 City-Land-Sea
Ann Schlyter shows her water colours and oil paintings.